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INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer detection using UWB imaging is considered a promising diagnosis method. Recently, many studies have reported the use of this method [1] - [8] . The main principle in UWB imaging application is the use of contract in dielectric properties among different breast tissues [5] , [6] , [9] . Several successful works have been done using numerical breast model [2] , [3] , [6] . Experimental works have also been reported in [1] , [4] , [5] , [7] , [10] . A mixture of different percentage of soy oil and gelatin was the mostly used material to mimic breast fatty tissue. A different percentage of oil and water was used to mimic heterogeneous and tumor tissues [1] , [5] , [7] , [10] , [11] . In almost all the previous studies, the breast phantoms were constructed to be used for relatively long time. It is found that the water content will migrate with time which may produce inconsistence results [7, 10] .
We are proposing a UWB imaging system for early breast cancer detection. It consists of commercial UWB signal generation, a Neural Network model for detection and breast phantom for temporary and immediate use. We have fabricated heterogeneous breast phantom for this purpose. This breast phantom contains low cost and easily available materials which can be fabricated repeatedly with minimum cost and effort.
The paper is organized as follows. The experimental method is presented in next section, followed by the results and finally, a conclusion is presented.
II. METHOD

A. Breast Phantom Construction
In Reference [8] the dielectric properties (permittivity and conductivity) are obtained from [13] . The exact dielectric properties values are not important. The most important metrics are the ratios between the different breast tissues dielectric properties values [4] , [5] . Even these ratios are not restricted as reported in literature with different values [2] , [5] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [14] , [15] . The dielectric properties values are dependent on the water contents of the tissue [10] , [14] , [16] .
We have tried to create cancer-tissue (tumor) with different dielectric constant values by changing the water to wheat flour ratio. Fig. 1 shows the water to wheat flour ratio versus the dielectric constants values at certain frequencies. This measurement is done using Agilent N5230A VNA and HP 85070B dielectric coaxial probe as shown in Fig. 2 . The measured dielectric properties at 4.7 GHz are shown in Table I . The glass is lossless material and its dielectric property is assumed as in [17] . It is used to mimic the skin which is only 2 mm thick and its lossless effect is minimal. Fig. 3 and 4 show the permittivity and conductivity of the Petroleum jelly and water to wheat flour ratio of 55% in the frequency range of 2-12 GHz. The women breast usually contains glandular tissues which have higher dielectric properties then the adipose tissues as reported in [14] . Also the dielectric properties value of the fatty breast tissue is not fixed. Based on these, we have decided to use 100 : 50 : 37 a mixture of petroleum-jelly : soy-oil : waterto-wheat-flour-ratio-of-25.5%. This makes the breast totally heterogeneous. Table II shows the materials with their weights used to mimic this part. Fig. 5 shows the used materials before mixing. A glass of hemispherical shape with 100 mm width, 50 mm height and 1.6 mm thick is used as skin. Its shape is similar to patient breast in prone position. For each cancer-tissue size and location pair, the PulsOn is used to transmit and receive three different UWB signals to generate as maximum number of signals as possible for better NN training. Cancer-tissues with different sizes are placed at different locations along the line between the transmitter and the receiver. 
B. Discrete Cosine Transform
The DCT is a sum of infinitely many cosines basis functions in different frequencies with varying real number amplitudes [18] . By this summation, DCT can approximate any signal. Since most of the signals information is captures in few low frequency components, we have decided to use DCT.
A simple back-propagation feed forward NN model is constructed and trained for cancer existence, location and size detection. It has one hidden layer of 4 nodes and an output layer with one node for cancer-tissue location detection. The same NN architecture is used for cancer-tissue size detection and then integrated. The developed model and considered parameters are similar to [8] except the number of layers. Cancer-tissue existence detection is noticed by the negative output of any and/or both of the NN architectures. Each received UWB signal using the UWB transceiver consists of 6400 points. Since large DCT values appear in the range of 50-300, it has been used to construct the feature vector of the NN. The generalization test of the NN model has been performed using cross-validation method. MatLab 7 is used to develop the system software for calculating DCT and constructing the NN model.
C. The Experimental System
Fig . 6 shows the experimental system set-up. The UWB transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) are connected to a PC using Ethernet hub and can be controlled through the PC. We have used UWB Time Domain product called PulsOn evaluation kit [12] . It works with center frequency of 4.7 GHz and bandwidth of 3.2 GHz. The breast phantom is placed between the transmitter and receiver. The tumor is placed along the line between transmit and receive antennas initially. The software interface with the UWB devices gives the ability to run both transmitter and receiver Graphical User Interface (GUI) simultaneously. At any time, the received signal waveform can be captured and seen in the PC monitor through GUI. The procedure to collect the data is similar to the procedure presented in [8] . However, in this work, the feature vector contains the DCT of the signals.
The steps to gather experimental data are:
1) The UWB transmitter and receiver are placed diagonally at opposite sides of the breast phantom (Fig. 6). 2) Activate the transmitter through PC to transmit 4.7GHz (center frequency) UWB signal.
3) Capture the received signal from the receiver through PC and save it. The output is in terms of (Location, Size) pair.
• If both values are positive in (Location, Size) pair (i.e., (+ve, +ve)) indicates tumor existence.
• If either or both values are negative in (Location, Size) pair (i.e.,(-ve, +ve) or (+ve, -ve) or (-ve, -ve)) indicates healthy breast.
III. RESULTS
To calculate the absolute error, the used formula is:
where t n is the target vector, y n is the predicted values by the NN and N is the number of samples. However for relative performance rate, the used formula is :
where y i are the predicted and t i are the targets.
The cancer-tissue existence detection rate of approximately 100% is achieved for heterogeneous breast phantom using our system.
Using Equation (1), the absolute cancer-tissue size and location detection rate are 93.3% and 93.1% respectively. Tables IV and V show relative performance detection rates of cancer location and size respectively using Equation (2) . Negative value for actual tumor location or size means there is no tumor. Corresponding to the negative input (actual), the negative output value (predicted tumor location or size) ensures the accuracy and efficiency of cancer detection rate in our system. It should be mentioned here that, the most important achievement is the detection of cancer-tissue existence in its possible earliest stage. The accuracy in detecting the exact location is not very important. Misplacing cancer location by one or two centimeter is not severe since doing further medical diagnoses or extraction operation will not be effected much. The same principle applies to size detection. As far as the cancer is detected, specifying the exact size is not crucial. Even though there have been several studies on breast cancer detection using UWB imaging, the reported results were not shown in a way that permits full comparison with our results. For example, most of the studies reported the detection of tumors at certain locations but did not state clearly what was the actual location. Others reported that a tumor with a certain actual size was correctly detected but did not mention what is the detected size. In spite of that, we were able to compare with some previous studies that provided some relevant results. Table VI shows a summary of this comparison. 
IV. CONCLUSION
A complete system is developed for experimental early breast cancer detection. It is user friendly, affordable and consists of UWB Tx-Rx with PC connectors, one PC and developed software package module (installed in the PC) including interfacing, NN module and GUIs. So, the system is suitable to be used both by doctors in the hospital, and the end users at home for regular breast monitoring. Experiments to detect cancer are performed using the developed system with highly satisfactory outcomes in terms of existence, size and location detection rates. Almost 100% assurance of early detection was achieved which has not been obtained in any previous work.
When detecting cancer-tissue existence, it is desirable to distinguish between the malignant and benign types. The same breast phantom is currently being investigated for possibly achieving this goal.
